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How does a buyer go about selecting the hardboard type best suited for his use? Which char-
acteristics should he look for and which weaknesses should he avoid? How can he be sure he is
buying the best product for his specific use at the best price; especially when terms used to
describe type and qualities of hardboard can, in themselves, be misleading.

I would like to set forth some simple, practical guidelines to aid the industrial consumer in
selecting the hardboard type which best meets his particular requirements.

First of all, the user of hardboard should discard the common notion that “tempered” hard-
board is always better than “standard” hardboard. Actually, terms such as “wet process manu-
facture”, “dry process manufacture” and others used within the hardboard industry are much
more useful in defining meaningful characteristics of hardboard. But, even these terms can be
influenced greatly by such variables as the species of wood being used by a particular manufac-
turing plant, whether this wood is a waste by-product or virgin pulpwood and the methods of
chipping, pulping and forming being used.

Hardboard cannot be compared to basic building materials such as steel, glass or plastic. Each
manufacturing plant, in this country and abroad, produces hardboard with quite different and
distinctive characteristics. Experts, after a brief visual and manual inspection of a small sample
of hardboard, can usually name the specific plant which produced it.

Please note the difference between “specific plant” and “specific manufacturer”. Masonite
produced at Laurel, Miss. is quite different from Masonite produced at Ukiah, Cal. or Towanda,
Penn. Super-wood produced at Duluth, Minn. is different from Superwood produced at Little
Rock, Ark. or Bemidji, Minn. USG Duron produced at Greenville, Miss. is different from
Duron produced at Pilot Rock, Ore. or Danville, Vir. Hardboard produced at each of these nine
plants has distinctive characteristics, readily identifiable from a small sample and different from
those produced by any other manufacturing plant.

Furthermore, I suggest discarding the natural inclination to believe that 1/4” thick hardboard
is always stronger than 3/16”, or that 3/16” is stronger than 1/8”. First you must decide on the
kind of strength most important to your application. Are you looking for the greatest load carry-
ing capacity as in a shelving application? Does it matter whether the board bends a little or
bends a lot before breaking? Are you looking for greatest strength of bond to a laminated film
or.wood framing? Again, you must consider the manufacturing plant for particular use. A 3/16”
thick standard hardboard produced by some hardboard plants may actually be better than a 1/4”
thick tempered hardboard produced by others.

Thus far, I have tried to strip away the importance of specifications often used by engineering
and purchasing departments of the hardboard consumer. For example, the consumer who says,
“We will use nothing but S2S (smooth-two-sides) 1/4” tempered hardboard”, might well be
imposing a specification which costs more money and yields less real value.

Our company is presently supplying hardboard to several hundred industrial consumers locat-
ed throughout the United States and Southeastern Canada. We supply several different types to
satisfy individual requirements of our customers. However, we look for certain characteristics in
any hardboard we buy, as listed in the following pages.
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This important feature is often overlooked.
As. an example, we would rather depend on a
particular characteristic of a hardboard to be
only fair than have the same characteristic in
another hardboard vary between fair and
good.

Manufacturers who use virgin pulpwood
generally produce a more uniform product
than those who use by-products such as plan-
er-mill or saw-mill refuse. Quality control
procedures enforced by a particular manufac-

turer also have an important influence, some-
times overriding the importance of wood sup-
ply.

We prefer to buy from a manufacturer who
uses virgin pulpwood and who is taking
hourly measurements of all basic properties
of his product, with quality control personnel
on duty 24 hours a day. It is important to note
that even the best hardboard manufacturers
are doing a good job when they can control
physical properties within 20% of a norm.

For perforated panels we want to use
hardboard strong enough so that it will not
break or allow the hook prongs to tear out
when supporting heavy hanging loads.
Also, we want the board’s rigidity to be
such that it will not bow and spring out of a
channel-frame.

Easily measurable physical properties
which best define these two qualities are
transverse strength and deflection.

Figure 1 shows simple test apparatus for
measurement of transverse strength. Lead
shot is poured into a bucket (W) at a grad-
ual rate until the hardboard sample reaches
its yield point and then breaks. In a standard
testing procedure a 3“ x 6” hardboard sample
is supported on steel rods, 3/4” in diameter and
spaced 4” center to center.

Our experience shows that hardboard which
can carry a minimum of 100 pounds loading in
this test will give satisfactory performance in
fixtures for both food stores and general mer-
chandising applications.

Mounting of a dial micrometer on the plat-
form of the testing machine shown in Figure 1
permits easy measurement of rigidity. We
select hard-board for store fixture application
which will deflect no more than 0.150” under

100 pounds load in this test.

If hook prongs do tear out or a panel springs
out of its frame, manufacturers should look
care-fully at hook and frame design as well as
at the hardboard used. A hook with a base such
as shown in Figure 2 actually has a “can-open-
er” effect and the sharp wire end may scar or
even cut through a hardboard panel if the hook
is heavily loaded. On the other hand, a hook
with a base such as shown in Figure 3 is much
kinder to the hardboard. Frames which provide
deep channels might prevent even a flexible
hardboard panel from springing out, whereas
shallow channels might allow failure of a more
rigid panel under the same loading.
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In our painting system, we first “seal” the surface by application of
a paste-like filler with a reverse-roll coater. This process or processes
which use Ultra-Violet (UV) curing of a base coating provide a good
and economical base for topcoating by conventional means.

In our coating system we prefer to use a water-base filler. When
applied to some types of hard-board, this water-base coating causes

surface fibers to raise, creating a rough surface. We avoid use of any hardboard with this char-
acteristic.

In careless manufacture, press surfaces in the hardboard press may accumulate heavy deposits
of carbon or “scab” from stuck fiber. These cause pits or roughness in the board surface which
mar its appearance. We avoid purchase of hardboard from manufacturers who show this care-
lessness.

For a processor who does not have a reverse-roll coater or UV cure system, the paintability
characteristic of hardboard becomes very important. Generally, a processor without these facili-
ties will find a tempered hardboard or prime-coated hardboard most economical. Without initial
sealing of the surface with a filler, a hardboard with fair paintability can require several times as
heavy a coating application as a hardboard with good paintability.

Figure 2 

Figure 3

Paintability



A hardboard with good fabricating quality will give a sharp,
clean sawcut with no mushrooming of the edge. Hardboard
with a painted surface should permit cutting with no chipping
of the paint.

(A very hard and brittle hardboard may show good fabricating
quality by all tests except this one but we consider this single
characteristic so important that we are reluctant to use a hard-
board which does not have it).

In applications such as store shelving edges of the hardboard are generally concealed so quali-
ty of sawcuts is not particularly important. However, fabricating quality will show itself promi-
nently in appearance of a perforated panel. When properly perforated, a hardboard with good
fabricating quality will show sharp, clean holes with no fuzz and no fracturing of the paint coat-
ing around the holes. With fair fabricating quality the interior of the holes will show fuzz, but
face appearance of the panel will be flat, clean and sharp. With poor fabricating quality, the
holes will show volcanoeing, that is, lifting of the hardboard surface when the punch is extract-
ed from the hardboard so that each hole is humped. The interior of the hole may be fuzzed or
clean. Hardboard with poor fabricating quality will generally show poor strength as well.

(Painted Surface)

Many people believe that scratch resistance of a paint coating on
hardboard is strictly dependent on characteristics of the paint coating
itself. This is often untrue. When a paint coating can be lifted from a
hardboard surface – by scratching, impact or abrasion – wood fiber
will frequently be found adhering to the paint chip. In such a case, sep-
aration is occurring between surface fibers.

For a hardboard with fair to good paintability, a tempered or treated hardboard will show bet-
ter scratch resistance than a standard hardboard. For those who can justify paying the higher
price which tempered and treated hardboard commands, two major advantages they gain are the
improved paintability and scratch resistance.

Scientific testing equipment and standard procedures are available for measurement of scratch
resistance. However, a sharp thumbnail can give a good evaluation. With a sharp thumbnail you
should not be able to scar a good coating on a good piece of hardboard without great effort and
likely damage to your thumbnail.

A common check of scratch resistance uses the edge of a nickel rather than thumbnail. Use of
the coin, however, requires more practice and judgement.
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Hardboard is pressed under pressure as high as 1,500 psi and at tempera-
tures up to 500ºF. When the board emerges from the press, it contains no
moisture. If, at this point, the board is allowed to pick up moisture from
exposure to normal room air, it would develop extreme compound warpage.
Instead, moisture is forced into the board in an oven-like chamber where the
temperature is kept in the range of 130º to 150ºF and relative humidity above
70%. Under these conditions, the hardboard will absorb moisture to a level of

3% to 6% of its total weight in a period of up to eight hours. Thereafter, when exposed to normal room
air conditions, the hardboard will gain or lose moisture depending on the relative humidity, but it will
stay reasonably flat.

No manufacturer is able to precisely control the amount of moisture he forces into his hardboard in his
humidification process. Very good control would hold moisture content in the range of 3% to 6%.
Manufacturers who exercise poor control of their processing are much more inclined to under-humidify
rather than over-humidify their hardboard. Hardboard which is under-humidified will not stay flat in
field exposure.

We recommend using a hardboard which has been humidified to a level of no less than 3%
moisture content. We like to get it at 4% to 6%. In our own processing, we generally bake our
coatings in a very fast cycle, 45 to 50 seconds, to minimize the amount of moisture we “cook”
out of the board. When longer baking is required we restore moisture by spraying water on the
back side of the board.

Processors who in their painting process remove a considerable amount of moisture from the
hardboard and do not replace it are in danger of producing a product which will warp in field
exposure.

Explanation of why a particular type of hardboard is more or less dimensionally stable goes
far beyond what I have described. But, it is sufficient to point out that this quality is often
important in determining the suitability of a particular type of hardboard for industrial applica-
tion, and that it varies widely from hardboard produced by one manufacturing plant to that pro-
duced by another.

Some people think they have to use tempered hardboard to minimize problems with warpage.
They are mistaken. The tempering of hardboard has no influence on its dimensional stability or
tendency to warp.

In conclusion, I recommend that a user of hard-board should not arbitrarily speci-

fy exclusive use of hardboard of a particular type without regard for the supplier

or manufacturer of the hardboard. By doing so, he may saddle his company with a

product of inferior value or unnecessarily high cost. Instead, I recommend he look

at hardboard qualities which are meaningful to his particular use. If his hardboard

supplier cannot provide the information he wants, he can determine it himself

through relatively simple testing.
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